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Day 2: June 11th

RECALLING OUR PLACE IN THE PROGRAM AND SHARING 
KNOWLEDGE



Welcome and Framing of Objectives



Sharing of Personal Intentions



Overview of the Agenda



DAY 1 MONDAY DAY 2 TUESDAY DAY 3 WEDNESDAY DAY 4 THURSDAY DAY 5 FRIDAY

OBJECTIVES Participants 

reconnect.

Participants remember their 

place in the program and share 

knowledge

Participants learn from the host 

country: sensing on 

implementation & coalitions

Participants practice listening & 

coalition building skills & 

identify the focus of their 

Collective Action Initiatives

Participants prepare 

themselves & coalition for 

leadership interventions and 

collective action

MORNING

• Debrief from day 2
• Funnel exercise – designing 

your intervention
• Presentation and panel

• Debrief from day 3 
• Mobilizing others: Lego 

exercise
• Funnel exercise – designing 

your intervention

• Debrief from day 4 
• Letter to future self
• Team norms
• Country teams develop a 

road map for in-country 
work

AFTERNOON
Participant 
registration

Knowledge Café on 
collaboration & building 
coalitions
Introduction to sensing 
journeys
End of day reflection and 
feedback

• Sensing journeys
• Reflection

• National health workers 
day

• Country teams finalize their 
road map for in-country 
work

• Country presentations with 
feedback

• Program evaluation
• Next steps with the 

program
• Closing

EVENING
Dinner and 
welcome

Free evening Free evening
Qazaq Gourmet restaurant 
(Private evening) with bus pick 
up at 18:45 (10min drive)

Free evening

Agenda



How Did We Get Here? A Review



L4UHC: A LEADERSHIP JOURNEY
SELF – COALITION – UHC COMPLEXITY



• JOURNEY
• Takes participants on a journey of 

personal and collective reflection

• COMPLEXITY
• Creates space to understand UHC 

complexity

• SELF LEADERSHIP
• Allows for the development of 

leadership competencies

• RESULTS
• Allows for practice in collective action

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM CONTENT

Self-Leadership 
for building your 

competencies

Mobilizing 
others for 

results

Systems 
thinking for 
a broader 

view



THE LEADERSHIP JOURNEY



D O W N L O A D I N G
P A S T  P A T T E R N S

RETREAT & REFLECT

OBSERVE,
OBSERVE,
OBSERVE

ACT in an 
INSTANT:

Learn by doing

”THE SUCCESS OF AN INTERVENTION DEPENDS ON THE 
INTERIOR CONDITION OF THE INTERVENOR.”- WILLIAM O’BRIEN, 



T
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Technical Problems
1. Easy to identify

2. Solutions are easy to 
implement

3. Problem can be solved by an 
expert or formal authority 
figure

4. Solution can be implemented 
with little changes to the 
organization

5. People are generally 
receptive to the solution

Adaptive Challenges
1. They are hard to identify but easy to 

deny or ignore.

2. Adaptive solutions require changes 
in values, beliefs, roles and ways of 
working. 

3. They require working with the 
people who own the problem. 

4. Solutions require many changes 
within and outside organizational 
boundaries.

5. There is often resistance to adaptive 
solutions.

6. Solutions to adaptive problems often 
require new experiences which take 
time to be implemented and often 
can not be achieved by one single 
authority.  

UNDERSTANDING THE SYSTEM: TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND ADAPTIVE CHALLENGES



• Leadership is now viewed as an activity rather than a role

• Leadership is now considered a collective phenomenon rather than a game 
of the “lone ranger”

• Individual leaders now need higher levels of personal development

• “Learning and adapting” has been replacing “planning and controlling”

• There is not one way or one answer. It’s about designing a collection of 
interventions/responses is an art

NEW LEADERSHIP PARADIGM



LEADERSHIP IS A QUESTION OF BALANCE

Identifying the Competencies 
You Need

Exploring Your Interior 
Condition

Your current State

Reason for being/doing

Values

Knowing Yourself

Facilitating reform of the UHC 
system

Managing stakeholders for 
results

Inspiring Innovation for UHC

Leveraging relationships & 
networks

Organizational and Social Context



Innovation & leadership:

“We cannot solve problems with the same thinking 
we used when we created them”

- Albert Einstein

This means cultivating the capacity:

• To observe what is around you and see 
with fresh eyes

• To reflect deeply (not just “react”)

• To act creatively in response to what the 
current, complex reality requires

HOW CAN ONE CULTIVATE THE INNER QUALITIES OF LEADERSHIP?



LISTENING 1:
From HABITS

LISTENING 2:
from OUTSIDE

LISTENING 3:
from WITHIN

LISTENING 4:
from SOURCE

DOWNLOADING
HABITS of JUDGEMENTS

FACTUAL
NOTICING DIFFERENCES

EMPATHIC
EMOTIONAL CONNECTION

GENERATIVE
FROM the FUTURE WANTING 
to EMERGE

Downloading:
Talking nice: What 

others want to hear.

Debate:
Talking tough: 

Advocating what I 
think.

Dialogue: 
Reflective inquiry:

Connecting with what
others feel

Presencing:
Collective creativity:

Flowing with the future
wanting to emerge

A KEY LEADERSHIP SKILL: DEEP LISTENING AND CONVERSING

OPEN MIND

OPEN HEART

OPEN WILL

Voice of Judgement (VOJ)

Voice of Cynicism (VOC)

Voice of Fear (VOF)

WHAT CAN BLOCK DEEP LISTENING?



THROUGH:
• Self reflection and Journaling 

(listening to SELF)

• Dialogue & Group discussions 
(listening to SELF & OTHERS)

• Sensing Journeys (listening to 
SELF, OTHERS & the whole 
SYSTEM)

AS A LEADER, we can be AWARE when 
we are reacting from:

• Voice of Judgement

• Voice of Cynicism

• Voice of Fear

DEEP LISTENING as a FOUNDATION for “self-
leadership” and leading others

WE WILL BE REFRESHING & PRACTICING DEEP LISTENING IN MODULE 2



COFFEE

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Reflection on In-country Experience
TO TAKE THE TIME AND MAKE SENSE OF WHAT HAPPENED BETWEEN MODULE 1 
AND MODULE 2 AT THE INDIVIDUAL, COALITION AND UHC SYSTEMS LEVEL



• What was my personal connection to UHC?

• When I look back on my intentions at the end of Module 1 what went according to plan?  Where 
there any unexpected challenges or opportunities?

• Recalling the 4 levels of listening, which level did I spend most of my time on: debating or dialogue?

• What did I notice about my ability to listen?

• What did I learn about working with others?

• What did I learn about our proposed leverage points?

Individual Reflection : Journaling



Review country presentations with new people and answer any questions they may 
have, then go over the questions below.

Questions

• Does our collective value still resonate with us?  Do we need to make it more 
specific, compelling?

• Did we hold our meetings and activities as planned?   What worked and why?  What 
can be improved?

• What did we learn about our leverage points?

Collective Reflection



Prepare your country presentations



Country Presentations
10 MINUTES EACH



LUNCH

XX



Knowledge Café on Collaboration and 
Building Coalitions



Knowledge Café 

How to create a sense 

of urgency around the 
work?

(Host: Julia)

How to create 

real ownership & account
ability?

(Host: Uzair & Claude)

How to manage risk 

when things are political 
and there is potential for 

conflict?

(Host: Hirut)

How to manage non-

state stakeholders : 
civil society, private 

sector, unions, 
citizens?

(Host: Manish)



Notice challenges 
related to:

• Sense of urgency

• Ownership & 
accountability

• Politics & risk of 
collaborating

• Role of non-state actors

Knowledge Café Role Play



• 1 Rounds 30 min

• Move to the question that calls your attention

• Host(s) set the context and frame the challenge- 1 mins

• Group reflects on same in silence - 4 mins

• Group dialogue to build upon and deepen the knowledge- 20 mins

• Group writes their insights and questions on post-its - 5 mins

• Summarizes all the post-its gathered and share the same with the plenary

Knowledge Café Process



Knowledge Café 

How to create a sense 

of urgency around the 
work?

(Host: Julia)

How to create 

real ownership & account
ability?

(Host: Uzair & Claude)

How to manage risk 

when things are political 
and there is potential for 

conflict?

(Host: Hirut)

How to manage non-

state stakeholders : 
civil society, private 

sector, unions, 
citizens?

(Host: Manish)



COFFEE
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Introduction to Sensing Journeys



Sensing Journeys

“A desk is a dangerous place from which to view the world.”

— John le Carre

Why do we do Sensing Journeys?

How are they different from the field trips we often do at our work?



Sensing Journey: Overview

Pay attention to...
- Facts, Ideas, data
- Feelings, Emotions, Body sensations
- Inspiration, images, symbols



• Suspending judgement: Pay attention to any judgements, reactions that you have in 
your mind. Make a note or doodle in parenthesis

• Curiosity: What are you most curious about:
• Any thing you don’t know

• Find hard to believe

• Is moving or inspiring

• Humble Inquiry: Turn that into an open-ended, curious question (how would a child 
ask about the same?)

Sensing Journeys Preparation: Read country brief



End of Day Reflection
1 POWERFUL INSIGHT FROM TODAY

1 PRESSING QUESTION FOR TOMORROW



Day 3: June 12th

LEARNING FROM THE HOST COUNTRY EXPERIENCE



Morning Debrief and Deep Listening



Collective Action Initiative



The Funnel: Narrowing Down Our Focus



The Concept of the Funnel

DETAILS OF YOUR INTERVENTION : 

YOUR COLLECTIVE CALL TO ACTION

Your Focus Area 

The indicator you influence

Challenges to address

The change you want to see

Stakeholders involved



The Concept of the Funnel: Example
Focus Area: Successful roll out health 
insurance plan

1. Change we want to see: People sign up 
as the rates for sign up are low.

2. Indicator = Quality: drug availability of 
drugs in the scheme

3. Challenges to address: procurement law, 
how doctors provide scripts, how 
warehouse staff manage package drugs.

4. Next 5 districts where the insurance 
scheme will be rolled out.  District 
health officers, warehouse managers, 
Doctors in the major health centers.  
Inter-ministerial committee on in MoH



What is the specific change you want to see?
Remember activity = merge two schemes
Change we want to see (definition of success)
= more efficient use of state resources

Step 1: What is the change can we influence?

Your Focus Area 

The indicator you influence

Challenges to address

The change you want to see

Stakeholders involved



What national or regional performance
indicators in existing, funded programs
would you contribute to?

Step 2: Which pre-existing results indicator do we contribute to?

Your Focus Area 

The indicator you influence

Challenges to address

The change you want to see

Stakeholders involved



What technical and adaptive challenges do
you want to address?

Step 3: Which challenges will we address?

Your Focus Area 

The indicator you influence

Challenges to address

The change you want to see

Stakeholders involved



Who are the stakeholders involved?
- Who does the work? (technical and adaptive)
- Who are the beneficiaries?
- Do we need to focus on a specific region,

location for maximum learning?

Step 4: Which stakeholders need to be involved?  Where?

Your Focus Area 

The indicator you influence

Challenges to address

The change you want to see

Stakeholders involved



COFFEE
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Sensing Journeys



Presentation and Clearness Circle

The Presenter

• a concise statement of his or her problem, 
even if it is not clear

• a recounting of relevant background factors 
that may bear on the problem

• an exploration of any hunches the person 
may have about what’s on the horizon regarding 
the problem.

The Committee

Everything they say is governed by one rule:

members are forbidden to speak to the focus 
person in any way except to ask honest, open 

questions. 

This means absolutely no advice and no analysis



Site visits program
Asia Module 2

(June 12, 2019, Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan)
Sensing journeys

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
14:00 – 15:00
Visiting the National Center of Neurosurgery 
with participation of the representatives from 
the Ministry of Healthcare, the Republican 
Center for Health Development, the Republican 
Center for E-Health, and the National Chamber 
of Entrepreneurs. 
Discussion Topics:
- Health system reforms;
- Development of policies and strategies;
- Provision of tertiary care;
- Digital health.
Address: 34/1 Turan ave

14:00 – 15:00
Visiting the Astana Medical University with the 
participation of the representatives from the 
Social Medical Insurance Fund, SK-
Pharmaceuticals, the National Center for Expertise 
of Medicines, Medical Devices and Medical 
Equipment
Discussion Topics:
- Medical education reforms;
- Introduction of Social health insurance scheme;
- Procurement of healthcare services, medicines, 
equipment,
- Distribution of medicines, equipment.
Address: 49a Beibitshilik str

14:00 – 15:00
Visiting the National Scientific Medical 
Center with the participation of the 
representatives from the Republican Center 
for Health Development
Discussion Topics:
- Provision of tertiary care;
- Public-Private Partnership.
Address: 42 Abylaykhan str

14:00 – 15:00
Visiting the National Research Cardiac Surgery Center 
with the participation of the representatives from the 
Republican Center for Health Development
Discussion Topics:
- Provision of tertiary care;
- International healthcare accreditation (GCI).
Address: 38 Turan ave

15:00 – 15:30
Transfer to the Polyclinic #9 (out-patient clinic)

15:00 – 15:30
Transfer to the Polyclinic #10 (out-patient clinic)

15:00 – 15:30
Transfer to the City Hospital #2 (in-patient 
clinic)

15:00 – 15:30
Transfer to the School of Medicine (Nazarbayev 
University)

15:30– 16:30
Visiting the Polyclinic #9 with participation of 
the representatives from the Republican 
Center for E-Health
Discussion Topics:
- Provision of primary health care;
- Electronic Health Record;
- National healthcare accreditation.
Address: 16/1 Mangilik El str 

15:30 – 16:30
Visiting the Polyclinic #10 with participation of the 
representatives from the Republican Center for E-
Health
Discussion Topics:
- Provision of primary health care;
- Implementation of digital health;
- National healthcare accreditation.
Address: 8 Kosshygululy str 

15:30 – 16:30
Visiting the City Hospital #2 with 
participation of the representatives from the 
Republican Center for Health Development
Discussion Topics:
- Provision of in-patient services;
- Nursing care.
Address: 8 Kosshygululy str 

15:30 – 17:00
Visiting the School of Medicine (Nazarbayev 
University) with participation of the representatives 
from the Ministry of Healthcare and the Astana 
Medical University
Discussion Topics:
- Medical education reforms;
- Development of human capital in health,
- Management of human resources.
Address: 5/1 Kerey & Zhanibek Khandar str16:30 – 17:00

Transfer to the School of Medicine (Nazarbayev University)
17:00 – 18:00

End of day reflection and feedback
At the School of Medicine (Nazarbayev University)

Contact person:
Yuliya Suchshenko
+77471131745

Contact person:
Malika Turganova +77013805470
Makpal Akhmetova +77478078793

Contact person:
Almat Juvashev
+77017244198

Contact person:
Erkezhan Kadessova +77077005906
Gulzhan Kumar +77713508552



Group 1

• David Scheerer

• Kyaw Swar Myint

• Saw Jenery Htun

• Hsu Hsu

• Gulzar Ali Mallah

• Hasnat Ahmed

• Muhammad Uzair Afzal

• Thi Chinh Pham

• Thu Trang Nguyen

• Duc Nhat Nguyen

• Huong Giang Nguyen

Group 2

• Claude Meyer

• Su Su Lin

• Nwe Zin Win

• Thaung Han

• Saqib Zafar

• Muhammad Azam Khan

• Le Thu Hang Phan

• Van Toan Phan

• Hai Nam Vu

• Van Quyet Phan

• Group 3

• Bayarsaikhan Dorjsuren

• Manish Srivastava

• May Nwe Soe

• Moh Moh Lwin

• Muhammad Bashir 
Kethran

• Sadaf Zafar

• Mohammad Riaz Tanoli

• Anh Tuan Khuong

• Group 4

• Julia C. Kim

• Jean-Jacques Frere

• Wai Wai Khin

• Nay Nyi Nyi Lwin

• Hamida Mughal

• Minh Duc Duong

• Saira Nadja Khowaja

Sensing Groups



LUNCH



End of Day Reflection



Day 4: June 13th

PRACTICING OUR LISTENING SKILLS AND DEFINING OUR 
COUNTRY INTERVENTION



Morning Debrief



• What IN-SIGHTS you have 
about Kazakhstan Health 
System?

• What new QUESTIONS or 
Implications does this have 
about UHC in your 
country?

Sensing Journey Debrief

OUT-SIGHT
IN-SIGHT

Hardware & Software
Structure & Culture
Helpful &Not-helpful



Beliefs

• There is untapped capacity in every social system

• It is possible to create high-performance teams

Principles

• Focus on results not activities

• Give the work back (from design to implementation)

Structure

• Top down process with bottom up approaches

• Use of teams

• Short time frame

• Use of coaches

Taking Inspiration from Rapid Results Approach



Mobilizing 
Others Activity

RULE 1: DON’T TOUCH THE LEGOS

YOUR TASK: 10 MIN TO CREATE 
DIRECTIONS AND DRAWINGS

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://da.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lego
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


COFFEE
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Framing
USING DEEP LISTENING TO ENGAGE OTHERS



• Deep listening – be aware 
how we COMMUNICATE with 
others

• Language: Is it inclusive, or does 
it push people away?

• Does it carry hidden 
assumptions about power, roles, 
responsibility?

• Does it create silos, build walls, 
isolate actors or pit them against 
each other?

FRAMING: How we describe or frame a UHC issue MATTERS



Goal: Want to improve drug availability

Framed as: "We will be reducing corruption and re-training doctors"

• Who are the stakeholders affected?

• What would they "hear" in the way this has been framed?

• Are there any hidden assumptions or meanings?

• How can it be re-framed in a more positive, inclusive way?

FRAMING: AN EXAMPLE



Deep Listening: Be aware how 
others HEAR us, how they may 
be reacting:

• Voice of Judgement

• Voice of Cynicism

• Voice of Fear

How to communicate an issue 
so that it opens up minds, 
hearts & wills to 
COLLABORATE?

FRAMING the issue in a POSITIVE way



Goal: To understand how framing impacts on stakeholder engagement and 
collaboration. In your group:

1. Pick a UHC issue framing (see handout) - read it out loud

2. Have individuals in your group take on the roles (voices) of different 
stakeholders in your UHC system 

3. From the point of view of each stakeholder, express how the current 
framing may impact on your view & willingness to act.
• What might be your assumptions? What would be your gut reaction?

• What would you like about the framing? 

• What would you dislike? Are there any fears or concerns that could arise?

FRAMING ACTIVITY – Part 1



Now think about how to re-
frame the issue in a more 
positive, inclusive way

1. How can you change the 
language?

2. Discuss how the new 
language would be heard by 
the same stakeholders

3. Finalize the new language on 
a flipchart

FRAMING ACTIVITY – Part 2 – RE-FRAMING THE ISSUE



Overview of Collective Action Initiative



Beliefs

• There is untapped capacity in every social system

• It is possible to create high-performance teams

Principles

• Focus on results not activities

• Give the work back (from design to implementation)

Structure

• Top down process with bottom up approaches

• Use of teams

• Short time frame

• Use of coaches

Taking Inspiration from Rapid Results Approach



Shaping Our Initiatives: What We Have Discussed So Far

• Planning for implementation is not the same as how we have been 
taught to plan.  

• Mobilizing others (and ourselves) requires deep listening and thoughtful 
framing.

• It is possible to use the short-term to make progress on long-term goals.  
• Be ambitious but realistic

• Tackle adaptive challenges

• Create high performance teams who use a learning by doing approach



The Concept of the Funnel: Example

Focus Area

Change we want to see

Indicator

Challenges to address 

Stakeholders to engage

Details of your initiative



What is the specific change you want to see?

Remember activity = merge two schemes

Change we want to see (definition of success)
= more efficient use of state resources or
harmonizing benefits

Step 1: What is a change can we influence?

Your Focus Area 

The indicator you influence

Challenges to address

The change you want to see

Stakeholders involved



What national or regional performance
indicators in existing, funded programs
would the desired changes contribute to?

Step 2: Which pre-existing results indicator do we contribute to?

Your Focus Area 

The indicator you influence

Challenges to address

The change you want to see

Stakeholders involved



What technical and adaptive challenges need
to be addressed in order to realize this
change?

Step 3: Which challenges will we address?

Your Focus Area 

The indicator you influence

Challenges to address

The change you want to see

Stakeholders involved



Who are the stakeholders involved?
- Who does the work? (technical and adaptive)
- Who are the beneficiaries?
- Do we need to focus on a specific region,

location for maximum learning?

Step 4: Which stakeholders need to be involved?  Where?

Your Focus Area 

The indicator you influence

Challenges to address

The change you want to see

Stakeholders involved



End of Day Reflection



LUNCH

XX



Day 5: June 14th

PREPARING THE INDIVIDUAL AND COALITION FOR 
LEADERSHIP AND COLLECTIVE ACTION



Morning Debrief





Leading by Listening Practice



Letter to My Future Self



INNER COMPETENCE OF LEADERSHIP



• Deep listening & Dialogue

• Sensing Journeys- Suspending Judgements, Observing, Asking 
Adaptive Questions.

• Systems Thinking: Seeing whole systems (deeper layers of iceberg), 
Identifying Leverage points to shift the system

• Convening people to understand and design things together

• Helping people refine the focus of their work so it’s more specific 
(clarity on indicators, desired results, underlying assumptions)

• Managing politics for ‘win-win’ opportunities

• Oratory skills and writing skills

• Inclusive design: designing for implementation

COMMON COMPETENCIES



Letter to My Future Self



COFFEE
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Finalize Your Funnel



The Concept of the Funnel: Example

Focus Area

Change we want to see

Indicator

Challenges to address 

Stakeholders to engage

Details of your initiative



Develop an In-Country Road Map



DATE

MILESTONE
AND PERSON 
RESPONSIBLE

DETAILS

RISK 
MITIGATION

Name of Country: Road Map

1. What are the major milestones needed to reach your definition of success?

2. What are the specific leadership interventions you might have to make?

3. What are the risks associated with achieving your milestones?  How can you mitigate them?

Focus Area:
Challenge to be addressed:
Definition of success:
Indicator:



Team Operating Norms
HOW WILL YOU WORK TOGETHER



• Meeting schedule

• Convener

• How work gets managed

• ….

Team Operating Norms



LUNCH



Develop an In-Country Road Map 
continued…



Country Presentations with Feedback



Program Evaluation



Next Steps



Closing Session


